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ABSTRACT

Wide rejection of conventional hormone therapy (HT) after the initial publication of the Women’s Health Initiative (WHI) led to unjustified use of custom-compounded bioidentical hormones. In the USA, it became an unregulated drug manufacturer industry in disguise, without proper control and making false claims and misleading advertisements. Manufacturing quality is not ensured. Unspecific harm from compounding has occurred on a large scale, such as deaths from infected products and end-stage renal failure plus carcinoma due to confusion between different Chinese herbs. Oral estrogens increase venous thromboembolic and ischemic stroke events, even more when overdosed; these excess risks can be avoided by non-oral administration, readily accessible in custom-compounded HT by administering estradiol through diverse routes (of which transdermal is the best documented). Another risk specific to custom-compounded HT, resulting from estrogen/progestogen imbalance, might be excess endometrial carcinomas. HT can be optimized by continuously combining transdermal estradiol with progesterone (when required). Registered preparations do exist for such a more physiological treatment and therefore must be preferred. Custom compounding is only seldom legitimate, for example in case of allergy (such as to peanut oil) or to prescribe different combinations, doses or components (e.g. estriol, dehydroepiandrosterone or testosterone), even when not approved by local regulatory authorities despite being scientifically acceptable.

Introduction

Misinterpretations and unwarranted generalizations of the initial results from the Women’s Health Initiative (WHI) trial of conjugated equine estrogens + medroxyprogesterone acetate (CEE + MPA) engendered a drive towards uncontrolled use of custom-compounded bioidentical hormones. Indeed, subsequent disinformation against hormone therapy (HT) by the lay press has created a favorable opening for propagation of the concept that ‘bioidentical hormones are safer and/or even more effective/reliable than traditional HT’.

The term ‘bioidentical hormones’ means just that they have the same molecular structure as the endogenous hormones present in the human body. Although the term ‘bioidentical’ seems more like a marketing than a scientific or medical term, it continues to be widely used despite a proposal by the editors of Climacteric to replace it by ‘body-identical’.

Custom-compounded hormones: a thriving business. Why?

The increasing rush towards custom-compounded hormones is an indirect proof that menopausal hormone therapy (MHT) is irreplaceable for managing climacteric symptoms such as hot flushes and vaginal dryness. Admittedly, an important placebo effect has been evidenced, explaining why numerous alternative treatments, such as phytoestrogens, can somewhat improve clinical symptoms but have not been shown to be superior to placebo. But, after the WHI, far too many women refused or were denied an appropriate MHT. Besides altering well-being, avoiding MHT comes at a considerable economic cost to themselves and to society and results in excess mortality. It is noteworthy that women with moderate to severe vasomotor symptoms have lower bone mineral density (BMD) and increased hip fracture rates, while the efficiency of MHT in the prevention and treatment of osteoporotic fractures always remained undisputed.

Women clearly need and request efficient care for their climacteric symptoms. But, in the USA, many women no longer trust therapies approved by the Food and Drug Administration (FDA) and consider them as dangerous drugs; 25–42% of MHT users even consider that custom-compounded hormones (CCH) are more safe. A significant proportion of North American pharmacists share similar misconceptions, believing in the safety of CCH, even conferring them a greater confidence. Moreover, at least in the USA, many practitioners are even unaware that bioidentical hormones do exist as FDA-approved products.

In the USA, the business of CCH has increased tremendously and has almost become an unregulated industry; compounding pharmacies are now making, without proper
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control by authorities, (multi)billon dollars each year and this amount is still increasing. This problem, however, is mostly limited to North America since pharmacy compounding is not used on such a large scale in most other countries, such as in Europe.

Though all scientific societies, as well as regulatory authorities, still claim that bioidentical hormones have not been scientifically proven to be safer than (most) registered hormones, the scientific literature is full of papers highly suggesting the very likely superiority of an optimized MHT combining micronized progesterone and transdermal/percutaneous estradiol, as previously reviewed. A randomized, controlled trial (RCT) of such optimal MHT versus placebo is still missing but is unlikely ever to be conducted, particularly given its expense. However, until such a desired RCT is completed, it is reasonable to base daily clinical practice (and even issue strong recommendations) on data of moderate-to-low levels of evidence, especially from the available observational studies. Some epidemiologists and statisticians have shown that the estrogen + progesterin (E/P) WHI study was not exempt from bias and even had become observational. In 2010, the US Endocrine Society indeed downgraded the quality of many WHI conclusions to level B (moderate-quality evidence), although recognizing that it remained the best available evidence.

Previous misinterpretations and unwarranted generalizations

We consider that regulatory authorities and, to some extent, scientific societies, bear the responsibility in this ‘marketed’ drive by the lay press and wellness physicians towards custom-compounded hormones, by endorsing class effects, misinterpretations and unwarranted generalizations. They should have emphasized the minor clinical relevance of absolute risks of the order of <5 per 10,000 per year, as well as the impossibility to discriminate among bias, confounding and causation when relative risks are less than 1.5. Instead of insisting on lack of scientific proof, they should have quickly promoted MHT optimization rather than banning MHT for more than 2–3 years, even for recently menopausal symptomatic women. This is now on the way to be corrected, even by lead WHI investigators who, after more than a decade of wandering, recognize some of their recommendations as having been wrong and advocate ‘getting clinical care back on track’.

Early vs. late initiation of menopausal hormone therapy

One generalization has come from the confusion between MHT initiation before 60 years of age (or less than 10 years after menopause) and MHT initiation beyond. In the latter situation, WHI studies indeed suggested cardiovascular harm from MHT, while conclusively suggesting that MHT may be beneficial when initiated near menopause. The validity of the hypothesis of ‘early cardiovascular benefit – late cardiovascular harm’, commonly named ‘window of opportunity’, has recently been validated in the DOPS (Danish Osteoporosis Prevention Study) and ELITE (Early versus Late Initiation Trial with Estradiol), as well as by the last Cochrane review, in accordance with the 2009 meta-analysis of Salpeter and colleagues.

Continuation of menopausal hormone therapy

Another undue generalization was to state that continuation of MHT initiated near menopause bears similar cardiovascular harms as MHT initiated ‘too late’, since it is not warranted by any conclusive data. In fact, in the last revision of the Cochrane review (solely considering RCTs), there was high-quality evidence that it had little effect on death or coronary heart disease (CHD), even in those who started MHT more than 10 years after menopause, despite increased rates of venous thromboembolism and stroke.

Duration of climacteric symptoms

Moreover, the usual duration of moderate to severe vasomotor symptoms had been severely underestimated: the average duration is 7.4 years and more than one-third of symptomatic women continue to suffer vasomotor symptoms for more than 10 years after their final menstrual period. Therefore, the dogma to systematically stop MHT at 60 or 65 years of age has become obsolete: symptomatic women may and should be allowed to extend use of the most effective treatment, though at the lower effective dose and after assessing their risk–benefit ratio.

Harms from discontinuation of menopausal hormone therapy

MHT discontinuation again leads to an increased hip fracture risk within 2 years. A cross-sectional database analysis from Finland also showed transient 1-year increased cardiac and stroke deaths (though only in women aged less than 60 at either initiation or discontinuation of MHT). Such harm soon after MHT withdrawal is consistent with comparable results observed in three previous RCTs, as reviewed by Pines. In the Finnish cohort, there was even a linear relationship between cardiovascular benefit and duration of estrogen exposure, even in women older than 60.

Non-specific risks of custom-compounding

For some patients, CCH are really useful for better flexibility of dosing or formulation or for allergen avoidance. An example is that of peanut allergy: registered micronized progesterone preparations originally contained peanut oil, making their intake dangerous for allergic subjects. However, between 2004 and now, the laboratory has progressively replaced peanut oil by sunflower oil in most countries, except in the USA where sunflower oil is not authorized by the FDA in drugs but only in the food industry. Therefore, in countries where registered micronized progesterone still contains peanut oil, it is entirely legitimate to compound progesterone for those allergic patients.

Though the majority of compounding pharmacies are dedicated to providing high-quality products, they cannot...
totally rule out some undesirable events. One proven risk is that of contamination by viruses, bacteria or other pathogens. For example, a well-documented large series of fungal infections (especially meningitis) has been associated with injections of a contaminated glucocorticoid from a single compounding pharmacy. Among 13 534 potentially exposed cases, there occurred significant morbidity and mortality (at least 61 deaths). Another proven risk concerns purity and thus absence of harmful contaminants. Thus, in the compounding of Chinese herbs for weight reduction, a manufacturing error led to substitution of the intended herb (Stephania tetrandra) by another (Aristolochia fangchi) which is nephrotoxic and carcinogenic. It resulted in rapidly progressive renal failure towards end-stage renal disease in 43 Belgian patients, with additionally a high prevalence of urothelial carcinoma. This specific problem can still occur world-wide since this botanical remedies remain available through the internet.

Custom-compounded preparations may also contain undesirable additives or preservatives, degradation products, process impurities, residual solvents, bacterial endotoxins or undesirable additives or preservatives, degradation products, process impurities, residual solvents, bacterial endotoxins or residual amounts of other drugs made in the same facility: all can induce more or less serious side-effects.

Legal control and regulatory situations of custom compounding vary greatly from country to country and thus will not be considered here. The situation in the USA is quite peculiar since there really was until recently a legal flaw in this country. It has allowed the emergence of large compounding pharmacies, which just have become drug manufacturers in disguise, without properly enforced standards of good manufacturing, quality controls and monitoring. They are compounding bulk volumes of drugs prior to and in anticipation of the receipt of a valid prescription, use false and misleading advertising, and do not provide any proper documentation leaflets for both physician and patient.

MHT and endometrial cancer

Opposed vs. unopposed MHT

As universally agreed, unopposed estrogen bears an increased risk of endometrial cancer, even more in normal-weight women (body mass index (BMI) < 25 kg/m²). This risk remains elevated for at least 10 years since last use of estrogen. As summarized in a Cochrane review, there are both dose– and duration–response relationships between unopposed estrogen and risk of endometrial hyperplasia, susceptible to lead to cancer. The risks are significantly reduced by adding a progestogen for at least 10 days per cycle (or month), the protection being greater the more days every month that progestogen is added to estrogen. High relative risks of endometrial cancer have been evidenced in long-cycle E/P users (progestogen given only once for 10–14 days at the end of a 3-month estrogen administration); it further emphasizes the importance of a proper E/P balance. Though most studies showed some protection against endometrial cancer by sequential E/P use, a 2005 meta-analysis anyway indicated an overall residual increased relative risk of 1.14 (95% CI 1.01–1.28). Moreover, cyclic E/P even increased endometrial cancer risk during short-term use (< 2 years) in a very large Danish nationwide prospective cohort utilizing national registers. Table 1, adapted from a 2014 meta-analysis, clearly shows the different protective effects of different lengths of sequential progestogen use; in contrast, continuous combined E/P (either for at least 25 days per cycle or non-stop) leads to lower endometrial cancer risk than placebo, especially among heavier women (BMI > 30 kg/m²). Several (but not all) long-term observational studies showed that sequential E/P unfortunately became less protective after 5–10 years use, while continuous combined E/P use remained exempt from increased endometrial cancer risk for up to 10 years, though possibly less afterwards (Table 2). In the Danish cohort, this protection surprisingly occurred essentially for type II endometrial cancer (which is less hormone-dependent).

The case of estriol

Estriol cannot be converted back to other estrogens and has a lower affinity for and a shorter binding time to estrogen receptors α predominant in endometrium (only 10% of...
binding affinity of estradiol) and breast tissues. Estriol failed to stimulate true uterine growth unless given at very high doses or by repetitive intake: some endometrial effect indeed has been evidenced by administering 2 mg estriol three times a day. Of dubious clinical efficacy for most climacteric symptoms with the exception of its proven activity on the cervico-vaginal and lower urinary tract mucosa (via a strong binding affinity to vaginal estrogen receptors), it thus has usually been considered as devoid of any systemic effect. It has therefore been considered that addition of a progestogen is unnecessary. However, among users of oral estriol (1–2 mg/daily), endometrial cancer risk has not been adequately quantified in epidemiological studies. Though several observational studies were reassuring (such as the study by Granberg and colleagues and other studies cited in their paper), a single nationwide, population-based, case-control study in Sweden reported a duration-related increased endometrial cancer risk in oral but not in vaginal estriol users, despite higher blood levels when vaginally administered; strangely also, the excess relative risk was lost rapidly after treatment cessation. Nevertheless, estriol use in oral CCH preparations should best be avoided.

The risk of endometrial cancer from custom-compounded hormones

CCH are administered through a variety of delivery modes, including orally and through the skin (cream, gel, patch, spray, lotion, etc.). Since the excipient influences the pharmacokinetics, it results in varied absorption profiles and 24-h areas under the curve (AUC). For example, in a RCT, the estradiol AUC was 80% lower with the CCH preparation than with an FDA-approved one. But for estradiol delivery, many approved gels and patches do exist that have been proven to be efficient, and their transdermal delivery is relatively consistent in a time-release fashion close to a continuous secretion.

As overviewed, underdosing or overdosing is not only a possibility but has been demonstrated by official evaluations. Analyzed for their E/P content, many CCH preparations exhibited an imbalanced proportion of these two components, with often more estradiol but less progesterone than intended, thus potentially increasing endometrial cancer risk; furthermore, the endometrial safety of the hormonal ratios prescribed was never evaluated.

As a matter of fact, scientists indeed suspect that wide use of CCH is associated with greater occurrence of endometrial cancer than expected: several cases have been reported that could be considered as the ‘canary in the coal mine’. Moreover, in a small survey by the NAMS (North American Menopause Society), there were four cases of endometrial cancer among 326 users of CCH compared to none among the 738 users of FDA-approved MHT, besides a higher rate of vaginal bleeding. It thus supports the likely occurrence of more endometrial cancer with CCH.

The case of progesterone

With oral progesterone (the progestogen most used in CCH), compliance could be a critical issue due to its shorter half-life than all other progestogens. It could allow temporary or partial withdrawal of the antagonistic effect of the progestogen upon the proliferative effect of estrogen. Nevertheless, in the Postmenopausal Estrogen/Progestin Interventions (PEPI) trial (an old RCT that also tested use of oral micronized progesterone), histology showed consistent endometrial protection over 3 years in women given daily 0.625 mg CEE + sequentially 200 mg micronized progesterone for 12 days, in comparison to placebo. Similarly, the 4-year KEEPS (Kronos Early Estrogen Prevention Study) RCT did not find any significant difference in endometrial cancer rates between users of placebo or MHT (at similar doses and regimens). There are only few data regarding other doses and schedules of oral administration of micronized progesterone. One small trial (30 participants) over 4 months of continuous combined administration for 25 days per month of daily 2 mg estradiol + micronized progesterone showed an atrophic endometrium in most women receiving daily 100 (even 50) mg micronized progesterone and in all women receiving 200 mg.

Though control of endometrial glandular mitosis (and thus proliferation inhibition) is achieved with lower progesterone doses than actually necessary for secretory changes (to be achieved when progesterone is added sequentially after endometrial proliferation during the first, estrogen-only phase), endometrial protection cannot be assessed on the basis of blood progesterone concentrations but only upon endometrial histology. This makes completely useless any attempt to individually titrate the dose on the basis of hormonal concentrations in any accessible fluid such as blood or saliva.

In France, the only country in which micronized progesterone has been used on a large scale for several decades in association with estradiol, there does not exist any fixed registered combination of both; therefore, the patient is obliged carefully to follow instructions to add 200 mg micronized progesterone for 12–14 days each month and must use two separate medications (daily two pills or one pill + the gel or one pill daily + a patch once or twice weekly), without any proper memory aid calendar. Not surprisingly, the result is poor compliance. The adherence is probably better with the late introduction by the company of a fixed continuous combined regimen, for 25 days per month, of simultaneous estradiol +100 mg micronized progesterone, though still requiring use of two separate medications. Besides, French women on the whole are leaner than those in the USA and thus more sensitive to unopposed estrogen and thus to unsatisfactory sequential treatments. This is one likely explanation why, in the European Prospective Investigation into Cancer (EPIC) cohort study, more cases of endometrial cancer were observed in women receiving estradiol + micronized progesterone (though on the basis of small numbers). As discussed by Gompei and Santen, the ensuing claimed possible inferiority of progesterone, compared to other progestogens, bears only weak plausibility and is probably the result of confusing bias (mostly since many women used it more or less properly, resulting in an approximate sequential regimen). This issue has not been correctly taken into account in a recent systematic review, wrongly
claiming that micronized progesterone increases risk of endometrial cancer regardless of regimen, without any proper reference to the PEPI trial. In contrast, another concomitant systematic review\textsuperscript{66} underscores pertinent criticisms (several biases of different types) of the cohort studies reporting an increased risk of endometrial cancer when using micronized progesterone to oppose estrogen. One criticism concerns the inclusion of women who successively used different types and regimens of progestogen; another pertains to unawareness of regimen (sequential or continuous), whether being total (in the French Etude épidémiologique de Femmes de la Mutuelle Générale de l’Education Nationale (E3N) cohort of EPIC) or partial (39% in EPIC).

Transdermal progesterone

The use of transdermal progesterone is a crucial issue since only about 10% of what is topically delivered through water-based gel or cream is detected in serum, while capillary blood levels are approximately 100-fold greater\textsuperscript{67}. It suggests that tissue exposure might be greater than currently admitted, possibly through lymphatic delivery. Alcohol-based creams or gels, however, result in higher blood concentrations\textsuperscript{62}. Anyhow, it is widely admitted that topical progesterone is unsuitable for endometrial protection\textsuperscript{68,69}, since the very scarce available data failed to show any endometrial protection from progesterone creams or gels. An increased endometrial cancer risk thus could result from transdermal progesterone delivery combined with estradiol in CCH therapy.

Efficacy of custom-compounded hormones

Estradiol

A recent Cochrane review (solely considering RCTs) attempted to compare with placebo the effectiveness on vasomotor symptoms of bioidentical hormones (in fact solely unopposed estradiol, probably not resulting from custom compounding); it concluded, with low to moderate evidence, that estradiol (administered orally or as patch, gel, topical emulsion or intranasally) is better than placebo\textsuperscript{70}. No other firm conclusion was possible.

No satisfactory trial has attempted to demonstrate the efficacy of CCH. Nevertheless, when estradiol or E/P is prescribed for vasomotor complaints, one can judge the effect upon symptom relief, even if a placebo effect cannot be ruled out. On the other hand, a clinical effect can be reached at the price of overdosing, with possible serious harm (such as unnecessarily increased events of venous thromboembolism, ischemic stroke and endometrial cancer).

Dehydroepiandrosterone

Dehydroepiandrosterone (DHEA), a precursor of sex steroids, represents a large reservoir for intracellular conversion to androgen and estrogen in non-reproductive tissues; it thus could theoretically exert some favorable clinical effects. Hence, it is frequently prescribed in CCH despite the lack of evidence for any clinically significant effect when given orally or systemically. Though conflicting results have been reported, a review and meta-analysis concluded that oral DHEA does not significantly impact libido and sexual function in postmenopausal women with normal adrenal function, the only significant benefit residing in a small change in lumbar spine BMD\textsuperscript{71}. A similar previous review did not find any benefit on well-being and cognitive performance\textsuperscript{72}. It contrasts with the finding that DHEA sulfate levels are associated, in women aged 21–77 years, with more favorable cognitive function\textsuperscript{73}, and that lower DHEA sulfate levels are linked with higher cardiovascular and all-cause mortality\textsuperscript{74}. In conclusion, oral DHEA, probably devoid of any deleterious effect, can probably merely serve as a placebo in CCH, though possibly converted in very tiny amounts to estrogens and androgens.

Testosterone

Endogenous androgens play some physiological role (especially for libido) in women. Testosterone levels decline progressively with age, starting in the premenopausal years. It could thus seem attractive to prescribe testosterone to postmenopausal women. As reviewed\textsuperscript{75}, a disorder (referred to as female hypoactive sexual desire disorder) has been described that somewhat responds to testosterone administration through a transdermal patch daily delivering 300\,μg. Scientific societies recommend restricting testosterone use to women with sexual dysfunction due to such a syndrome\textsuperscript{76} and against prescribing testosterone to any woman with so-called androgen deficiency. Long-term safety data are lacking. Some favorable effects on bone and muscle have been reported. Serious androgenization side-effects may occur but are somewhat avoidable by using formulations and doses appropriate for women. In most countries, approved testosterone drugs for use in women are lacking and therefore it is often prescribed off-label as well as in up to 40% of CCH prescriptions\textsuperscript{77}; it is possible that most of these are illegitimate.

Conclusion

In the context of mistrust towards traditional MHT and of suggestion of safer MHT with ‘natural’ hormones given more physiologically, it is not surprising that patients and doctors have purposely turned towards ‘body-identical’ hormones and non-oral administration. Unfortunately, it has led to widespread and unjustified use of custom-compounded bioidentical hormones rather than registered, approved products. Custom-compounding inherently bears potential risks for the patient related to a general lack of standardization and quality control. These risks (such as morbidity and deaths from contamination) indeed have happened in real life, amplified by preparing and delivering custom-compounded hormones on a very large scale, mimicking industrial production (but without proper control). Inconsistencies in the compound preparations have been documented: oral estradiol
overdosings may result in excess venous thromboembolism and E/P imbalance may result in an excess of endometrial cancers, the latter indeed being suspected due to several reports.

A comprehensive overview of compounded bioidentical hormones in practice appeared recently as an Endocrine Society scientific statement. Approved, registered, bioidentical hormonal drugs that are produced in monitored facilities are widely available. Therefore, it is entirely unnecessary to switch to custom-compounded hormone therapy, proven to be (potentially) more harmful. Therefore, when registered products are available, they should always be used in the first place.
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